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Dear Parent(s)/Carer(s).

21 May 2014

Please find attached the final confirmed itinerary for London 2014 and note the following:Due to One Direction playing Wembley from the 6th to the 8th June, no parties are able to visit the stadium during the first
week in June - however, we have been offered Arsenal's Stadium at The Emirates, which is an excellent alternative.
The walking tour of London's major landmarks will take place on Friday. We now have confirmed entry to 10 Downing
Street for a photo opportunity and plan to see Big Ben and Buckingham Palace. I have booked our party into the National
History Museum - and also paid an additional cost to gain entry to the new exhibition 'Mammoths: Ice Age Giants' which
opens on 23rd May.
On receiving menus from 'Fire and Stone' and "Pizza Express', I was very disappointed to discover that the menu choices
for our children for both evening meals were limited to pizza and ice-cream. I am sure that you will all agree with me that
this was unacceptable. We have therefore changed the second venue to 'Bella Italia', which offers pasta options; this
came at an additional cost - which the school is covering.
'Wicked' at the Apollo Theatre: please be aware that due to travel times and check-in times at The Premier Inn, Harrow, it
will unfortunately not be possible for the children to change prior to their visit to the theatre.
During the return coach journey, the school will purchase a meal for all the children. The texting service and school
mobile will keep families abreast of expected arrival times (traffic dependent).
Room allocations: rooms are twin or triple and staff have tried to follow children's requests to meet friendship groups as
far as is practically possible. These arrangements will be confirmed with the children as soon as our travel company NST - confirms the final room allocation with us (expected prior to Friday). As discussed at the meeting, staff will hold all
second keys for rooms to ensure pupil safety. In addition, all mobile phones will be collected and stored securely
immediately prior to 'lights out' on both evenings to ensure a sound night's sleep (10:30-10:45pm approx). These will be
returned to each pupil first thing in the morning at breakfast.
Staffing: due to managerial commitments, Mr. Lenagh will now take my place on this visit. Confirmed staff for this trip will
therefore be - Mr. Lenagh, Ms Enzor, Mr. Clark, Mrs. White and Ms Jordan.
Spending money: the final decision on the amount of spending money you wish your child to take is left entirely to each
individual parent's discretion. Our recommendation at our earlier meetings was £10 - £15 - however, after consideration,
we have revised this to £20.
Please do not hesitate to contact school should you have any queries regarding any of the above information.
Thank you for your on-going support.
Best regards,
Mrs A Pybus-Coates
Headteacher
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